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Abstract
Capsules provide a clean algebraic representation of the state of a computation in higher-
order functional and imperative languages. They play the same role as closures or heap- or
stack-allocated environments but are much simpler. A capsule is essentially a ﬁnite coalgebraic
representation of a regular closed l-coterm. One can give an operational semantics based on
capsules for a higher-order programming language with functional and imperative features,
including mutable bindings. Lexical scoping is captured purely algebraically without stacks,
heaps, or closures. All operations of interest are typable with simple types, yet the language is
Turing complete. Recursive functions are represented directly as capsules without the need for
unnatural and untypable ﬁxpoint combinators.
1 Introduction
This paper introduces capsules, an algebraic representation of the state of a computation in higher-
order functional and imperative programming languages. Representations of state have been
studied in the past by many authors (e.g. [1–12]). However, unlike previous approaches, cap-
sules are purely algebraic. They correctly capture lexical scoping without closures and without
any combinatorial constructs such as stacks or heaps. Rigorous formal reasoning is possible with
algebraic and coalgebraic methods.
Formally, a capsule is a particular syntactic representation of a ﬁnite coalgebra of the same signa-
ture as the l-calculus. A capsule represents a regular closed l-coterm (inﬁnite l-term) under the
unique morphism to the ﬁnal coalgebra of this signature. This ﬁnal coalgebra has been studied
under the name inﬁnitary l-calculus, focusing mostly on inﬁnitary rewriting [13,14]. It has been
observed that the inﬁnitary version does not share many of the desirable properties of its ﬁnitary
cousin; for example, it is not conﬂuent, and there exist coterms with no computational signiﬁcance
(Fig. 1). However, all coterms represented by capsules are computationally meaningful.
One can give an operational semantics based on capsules for a higher-order programming lan-
guage with functional and imperative features, including recursion and mutable variables. All
1operations of interest are typable with simple types, yet the language is Turing complete. Recur-
sive functions can be represented directly without the need for ﬁxpoint combinators. Fixpoint
combinators are rather unnatural because they involve self-application and are therefore unty-
pable with simple types. Moreover, the traditional Y combinator forces a normal-order (lazy)
evaluation strategy to ensure termination. Other more complicated ﬁxpoint combinators can be
used with applicative order by encapsulating the self-application in a thunk to delay evaluation,
but this is even more unnatural. In contrast, the representation of recursive functions with cap-
sules is direct, simply typable, and corresponds more closely to actual implementations. Turing
completeness is impossible with ﬁnite types and ﬁnite terms, as the simply-typed l-calculus is
strongly normalizing; so we must have either inﬁnitary types or inﬁnitary terms. Whereas the
former is more conventional, we believe the latter is more natural.
Dynamic scoping, which was the preferred scoping discipline in early versions of LISP and Python
andwhichstillexistsinmanylanguagestoday, canberegardedasaﬂawedimplementationoflazy
b-reduction that fails to observe the principle of safe substitution (a-conversion to avoid capture of
free variables). We explain this view more fully with a detailed example in x3. In contrast, lexical
scoping correctly models b-reduction with safe substitution in the l-calculus. Both capsules and
closures provide lexical scoping, but capsules do it in a much simpler way. The formal deﬁnition
of closures involves a mutual coinductive deﬁnition of environments and values. Moreover, cap-
sules work correctly in the presence of mutable variables, whereas closures, naively implemented,
do not (a counterexample is given in x4.4). Perhaps this is one reason that mutable variables,
which existed in LISP and Scheme in the form of set!, were dropped in the ML family. To cor-
rectly handle mutable variables, closures require some form of indirection, and care must be taken
to perform updates nondestructively.1 These usually require combinatorial data structures and
some kind of auxiliary storage management mechanism, introducing further complications in the
model. In contrast, no such constructs are necessary with capsules.
Another insight is a compelling answer to the question: What do we mean by correctness in the
handling of mutable variables? This is subject to deﬁnition, and one might take current implemen-
tations of functional languages as guidance; but our deﬁnition is mathematical and conservatively
extends the scoping rules of the l-calculus.
Most interestingly, capsules provide a strong link between functional and imperative program-
ming. Valuations of mutable variables used in the semantics of imperative programs are similar
to closures used to effect lexical scoping in functional programs. Capsules exploit this similarity
and provide a common model for both. We also get a clean deﬁnition of garbage collection: there
is a natural notion of morphism, and the garbage-collected version of a capsule is the unique (up
to isomorphism) initial object among its monomorphic preimages.
In this paper, by state we generally mean state of a computation, as opposed to the state of dynam-
ically mutable data objects. The state of mutable data objects in a computation is certainly part
of the state of the computation, but in our treatment, data objects themselves are generally im-
mutable (although there is no intrinsic reason that they need to be). It is easy to confuse the two
notions. There is a long tradition of using a common representation of programs and data, e.g. S-
expressions in LISP. One often models objects as collections of mutable bindings, as for example
in the V-calculus of Abadi and Cardelli [16], the same mechanism we use in capsules. However,
1Wikipedia [15] identiﬁes this as an issue with the implementation of dynamic scoping, but the issue also arises with
static scoping.
2by keeping data immutable, we are able to provide a purer, more algebraic notion of computation,
one that does not depend on mutable data for its implementation.
Thereismuchpreviousworkonreasoningaboutreferencesandlocalstate; see[1–4,17–21]. Stateis
typically modeled by some form of heap from which storage locations can be allocated and deallo-
cated [1–3,7–10]. Others have used game semantics to reason about local state [22–24]. Moggi [6]
proposed monads, which can be used to model state and are implemented in Haskell. Our ap-
proach is most closely related to the work of Mason and Talcott [1–3] and Felleisen and Hieb [4].
These approaches aspire to the same goals, but we hope to convince the reader that ours is consid-
erably simpler.
This paper is organized as follows. In x2, we give formal deﬁnitions of capsules and the l-
coalgebras and l-coterms they represent. In x3 we give a detailed motivating example. In x4
we prove two theorems. The ﬁrst (Theorem 4.1) establishes that capsule evaluation faithfully
models b-reduction in the l-calculus with safe substitution. The second (Theorem 4.7) deﬁnes
closure conversion for capsules and proves soundness of the translation, provided there is no
variable assignment (as previously mentioned, capsules work correctly in the presence of mutable
bindings, closures do not). The proof techniques in this section are purely algebraic and involve
some interesting applications of coinduction. Finally, in x5, we describe a simply-typed func-
tional/imperative language with mutable bindings and give an operational semantics in terms of
capsules.
2 Deﬁnitions
2.1 Capsules
Consider the simply-typed l-calculus with typed constants (e.g., 3 : int, true : bool, + : int !
int ! int,  : int ! int ! bool). The set of l-abstractions is denoted l-Abs and the set of constants
is denoted Const. A l-term is irreducible if it is either a l-abstraction lx.e or a constant c. The set
of irreducible terms is Irred = l-Abs + Const. Note that variables x are not irreducible.
Let FV(e) denote the set of free variables of e. A capsule is a pair he, si, where e is a l-term and
s : Var * Irred is a partial function with ﬁnite domain doms, such that
(i) FV(e)  doms
(ii) if x 2 doms, then FV(s(x))  doms.
A capsule he, si is irreducible if e is.
Note that cycles are allowed; this is how recursive functions are represented. For example, we
might have s(f) = ln.if n = 0 then 1 else n  f(n   1).
More generally, a precapsule is a pair he, si, where e is a l-term and s : Var * Irred is a partial
function. A precapsule is closed if it satisﬁes (i) and (ii) above, and ﬁnite if the domain of s is ﬁnite.
A capsule is thus a closed ﬁnite precapsule.
32.2 S-Coterms and S-Coalgebras
To describe the coalgebraic nature of capsules, we need to deﬁne l-coalgebras and l-coterms. We
deﬁne S-coalgebras and S-coterms for an arbitrary signature S; we will be interested in the special
case of the signature of the l-calculus,2 although for a different signature the same formalism can
be used to describe recursive types.
A signature S is a set equipped with an arity function arity : S ! w. Terms are deﬁned inductively
as usual. The set of S-terms is denoted TS. Equipped with their syntactic interpretations (e.g.
f TS(t1,...,tn) = f(t1,...,tn) for n = arity(f)), the terms TS form the free S-algebra in the sense
that for any S-algebra A, there is a unique S-algebra homomorphism TS ! A.
A S-coterm is a partial map t : w * S with domain domt such that
 domt is nonempty and preﬁx-closed,
 if a 2 domt, then ai 2 domt iff i < arity(t(a)).
Informally, we can view t as a labeled tree with root # and edges (a,ai), where the map t labels the
nodes of the tree. The family of S-coterms is denoted CS.
If a 2 domt, the subterm of t rooted at a is the coterm b 7! t(ab) and is denoted ta; thus (ta)(b) =
t(ab).
The S-coterms form the ﬁnal coalgebra in the category of S-coalgebras. A S-coalgebra is a tuple
(S, d, `), where S is a set of states (not necessarily ﬁnite), d : S  w * S is a partial transition
function, and ` : S ! S is a labeling function such that
 S is nonempty,
 (s,i) 2 domd iff i < arity(`(s)).
We can extend d inductively to a partial function b d : S  w * S:
b d(s,#) = s b d(s,ai) = d(b d(s,a),i).
The S-coterms form a S-coalgebra with d(t,i) = ti and `(t) = t(#). This is the ﬁnal object in the
category of S-coalgebras, because for every coalgebra (S, d, `), there is a unique homomorphism
h : S ! CS deﬁned by h(s)(a) = `(b d(s,a)).
2.3 Capsules and Representation
A pointed S-coalgebra is a S-coalgebra S with a distinguished state s 2 S. A pointed S-coalgebra
uniquely represents a S-coterm h(s) 2 CS, where h : S ! CS is the unique homomorphism. A
S-coterm is regular if it has a ﬁnite representation.
A capsule he, si is a syntactic representation of a pointed l-coalgebra, and as such represents a
unique closed l-coterm. First a-convert so that all binding operators lx are distinct and disjoint
from doms. The states of the coalgebra are the occurrences of subterms of terms in e and s(x)
2Abstractions lx of arity 1, application  of arity 2, variables and constants of arity 0.
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Figure 1: A computationally meaningless l-coterm
for x 2 doms, and the distinguished state is e. The represented coterm is regular if doms is
ﬁnite.
This is an alternative to conventional approaches using m-expressions. The m operator is a ﬁxpoint
operator that allows the deﬁnition of coterms as solutions of equations mx.e = e[x/mx.e]. The use
of m typically requires a guardedness condition to guarantee that the solution is unique; e.g., mx.x
is normally disallowed. This is the approach normally taken to represent recursive types.
Not all closed regular coterms are representable by capsules. For example, the coterm of Fig. 1 is
not. A capsule represents an inﬁnite coterm when there is a cycle in its coalgebra, but every such
cycle must traverse an abstraction operator lx. This ensures that all coterms are computationally
meaningful. Another consequence of the deﬁnition is that the coterm represented by a capsule,
even if it is inﬁnite, contains only ﬁnitely many free occurrences of x bound to any abstraction
operator lx.
2.4 Scope, Free and Bound Variables
The notions of bound and free in capsules and precapsules differ from those notions in terms. All
variables in a capsule he, si are bound, either to a binding operator lx or to an irreducible term via
s. We will use the terminology bound in e and free in e and notation FV(e) when referring to terms
and bound in he, si, free in he, si, and FVhe, si when referring to capsules and precapsules.
Let he, si be a precapsule. The scope of an occurrence of a binding operator lx in e or in s(y) for
some y 2 doms is its scope in the term e or s(y) as normally deﬁned.
Consider an occurrence of a variable x in a term d, where d is either e or s(y) for some y 2 doms.
We say that that occurrence of x is bound in he, si if either
 it occurs in the scope of a binding operator lx in d, in which case it is bound to the innermost
binding operator lx in d in whose scope it occurs; or
 it is free in d, but x 2 doms, in which case it is bound by s to the value s(x).
5If neither of these cases holds, then we say that that occurrence of x is free in he, si. Precapsules
can have free variables, but capsules cannot.
It is important to note that scope does not extend through bindings in s. For example, consider the
capsule hlx.y, [y = lz.x, x = 2]i. The free occurrence of x in lz.x is not bound to the lx in lx.y,
but rather to the value 2. The coalgebra represented by the capsule has three states and represents
the closed coterm lx.lz.2. For this reason, one cannot simply substitute s(y) for y in e without
a-conversion. This is also reﬂected in the evaluation rules to be given in x4.1. In a capsule he, si,
all free variables in e or s(y) are in doms, therefore bound; thus every capsule represents a closed
coterm.
For another example, consider the precapsule hlx.y, [y = lz.x]i. This is not a capsule, because
x is free in lz.x but is not in the domain of the valuation. Here the free occurrence of x in lz.x
is also free in the precapsule. To deﬁne the corresponding coalgebra, we must ﬁrst a-convert to
avoid capture, giving hlu.y, [y = lz.x]i. This corresponds to a three-state coalgebra representing
the open coterm lu.lz.x.
Capsules may be a-converted. Abstraction operators lx and the free variables bound to them
may be renamed as usual, and it is not necessary to look beyond the term in which the abstraction
occurs. Variables in doms may also be renamed along with all free occurrences. Capsules that are
a-equivalent represent the same value.
3 Scoping Issues
We motivate the results of x4 with an example illustrating how dynamic scoping arises from
a naive implementation of lazy substitution and how capsules and closures remedy the situa-
tion.
3.1 The l-Calculus
The oldest and simplest of all functional languages is the l-calculus. In this system, a state is a
closed l-term, and computation consists of a sequence of b-reductions
(lx.d) e ! d[x/e],
where d[x/e] denotes the safe substitution of e for all free occurrences of x in d. Safe substitution
means that bound variables in d may have to be renamed (a-converted) to avoid capturing free
variables of the substituted term e.
For example, consider the closed l-term (ly.(lz.ly.z4)lx.y)32. Evaluating this term in applica-
tive order3, we get the following sequence of terms leading to the value 3:
(ly.(lz.ly.z 4) lx.y) 3 2 ! (lz.ly.z 4) (lx.3) 2 ! (ly.(lx.3) 4) 2 ! (lx.3) 4 ! 3 (1)
3Here applicative order, also known as left-to-right call-by-value order, refers to the order of evaluation in which the leftmost
innermost redex is reduced ﬁrst, except that redexes in the scope of binding operators lx are ineligible for reduction.
6No a-conversion was necessary. In fact, it can be shown that no a-conversion is ever necessary with
applicative-order evaluation of closed terms.
However, the l-calculus is conﬂuent, and we may choose a different order of evaluation; but an
alternative order may require a-conversion. For example, the following reduction sequence is also
valid:
(ly.(lz.ly.z 4) lx.y) 3 2 ! (ly.lw.(lx.y) 4) 3 2 ! (lw.(lx.3) 4) 2 ! (lx.3) 4 ! 3 (2)
A change of bound variable was required in the ﬁrst step to avoid capturing the free occurrence of
y in lx.y substituted for z. Failure to do this results in the erroneous value 2:
(ly.(lz.ly.z 4) lx.y) 3 2 ! (ly.ly.(lx.y) 4) 3 2 ! (ly.(lx.y) 4) 2 ! (lx.2) 4 ! 2 (3)
3.2 Dynamic Scoping
In the early development of functional programming, speciﬁcally with the language LISP, it was
quickly determined that physical substitution is too inefﬁcient because it requires copying. This
led to the introduction of environments, used to effect lazy substitution. Instead of doing the actual
substitution when performing a b-reduction, one can defer the substitution by saving it in an
environment, then look up the value when needed.
An environment is a partial function s : Var * Irred with ﬁnite domain. A state is a pair he, si,
where e is the term to be evaluated and s is an environment with bindings for the free variables in
e. Environments need to be updated, which requires a rebinding operator
s[x/e](y) =
(
e, x = y,
s(y), x 6= y
Naively implemented, the rules are
h(lx.d)e, si ! hd, s[x/e]i hy, si ! hs(y), si
where the ﬁrst rule saves the deferred substitution in the environment and the second looks up
the value. This is quite easy to implement. Moreover, it stands to reason that if b-reduction in
applicative order does not require any a-conversions, then the lazy approach should not either.
After all, the same terms are being substituted, just at a later time.
However, this is not the case. In the example above, we obtain the following sequence of states
leading to the value 2:
(ly.(lz.ly.z 4) lx.y) 3 2 [ ]
(lz.ly.z 4) (lx.y) 2 [y = 3]
(ly.z 4) 2 [y = 3, z = lx.y]
z 4 [y = 2, z = lx.y]
(lx.y) 4 [y = 2, z = lx.y]
y [y = 2, z = lx.y, x = 4]
2 [y = 2, z = lx.y, x = 4]
7The issue is that the lazy approach fails to observe safe substitution. This example effectively
performs the deferred substitutions in the order (3) without the change of bound variable. Never-
theless, this was the strategy adopted by early versions of LISP. It was not considered a bug but a
feature and was called dynamic scoping.
3.3 Static Scoping with Closures
The semantics of evaluation was brought more in line with the l-calculus with the introduction
of closures, introduced in the language Scheme. Formally, a closure is deﬁned as a pair flx.e, sg,
where the lx.e is a l-abstraction and s is a partial function from variables to values that is used
to interpret the free variables of lx.e. When a l-abstraction is evaluated, it is paired with the
environment s at the point of the evaluation, and the value is the closure flx.e, sg. Thus we
have
s : Var * Val Val = Const + Cl
where Cl denotes the set of closures. We require that for a closure flx.e, sg, FV(lx.e)  doms.
Note that the deﬁnitions of values and closures are mutually dependent.
The new reduction rules are
hlx.d, si ! flx.d, sg hflx.d, sg e, ti ! hd, s[x/e]i hy, si ! s(y).
The second rule says that an application uses the context s that was in effect when the closure was
created, not the context t of the call. Turning to our running example,
(ly.(lz.ly.z 4) lx.y) 3 2 [ ]
(lz.ly.z 4) (lx.y) 2 [y = 3]
(ly.z 4) 2 [y = 3, z = flx.y, [y = 3]g]
z 4 [y = 2, z = flx.y, [y = 3]g]
flx.y, [y = 3]g 4 [y = 2, z = flx.y, [y = 3]g]
(lx.y) 4 [y = 3]
y [y = 3, x = 4]
3 [y = 3, x = 4]
3.4 Static Scoping with Capsules
Closures correctly capture the semantics of b-reduction with safe substitution, but at the expense
of introducing a rather involved combinatorial notion of state. Capsules allow us to revert to a
more algebraic framework without losing the beneﬁts of closures.
Capsules were deﬁned formally in x2.1. The reduction rules for capsules are
h(lx.e) v, si ! he[x/y], s[y/v]i (y fresh) hy, si ! hs(y), si
8The key difference is the introduction of the fresh variable y in the application rule. This is tan-
tamount to performing an a-conversion on the parameter of a function just before applying it.
Turning to our running example, we see that this approach gives the correct result.
(ly.(lz.ly.z 4) lx.y) 3 2 [ ]
(lz.ly.z 4) (lx.y0) 2 [y0 = 3]
(ly.z0 4) 2 [y0 = 3, z0 = lx.y0]
z0 4 [y0 = 3, z0 = lx.y0, y00 = 2]
(lx.y0) 4 [y0 = 3, z0 = lx.y0, y00 = 2]
y0 [y0 = 3, z0 = lx.y0, y00 = 2, x0 = 4]
3 [y0 = 3, z0 = lx.y0, y00 = 2, x0 = 4]
We prove soundness formally in x4.
4 Soundness
In this section we show that capsules correctly capture static scoping under applicative-order eval-
uation. We ﬁrst show that capsules correctly model b-reduction in the l-calculus with safe substi-
tution.
4.1 Evaluation Rules for Capsules
Let d,e,... denote l-terms and u,v,... irreducible l-terms (l-abstractions and constants). Vari-
ables are denoted x,y,... and constants c, f.
The small-step evaluation rules for capsules consist of reduction rules
h(lx.e) v, si ! he[x/y], s[y/v]i (y fresh) (4)
hf c, si ! hf(c), si (5)
hy, si ! hs(y), si (6)
and context rules
hd, si  ! hd0, ti
hd e, si  ! hd0 e, ti
he, si  ! he0, ti
hv e, si  ! hv e0, ti
(7)
The reduction rules (4)–(6) identify three forms of redex: an application (lx.e) v, an application
f c where f and c are constants, or a variable y 2 doms. The context rules (7) uniquely iden-
tify a redex in a well-typed non-irreducible capsule according to an applicative-order reduction
strategy.
9The corresponding large-step rules are
hy, si ! hs(y), si (8)
hd, si  ! hf, ti he, ti  ! hc, ri
hd e, si  ! hf(c), ri
(9)
hd, si  ! hlx.a, ti he, ti  ! hv, ri ha[x/y], r[y/v]i  ! hu, pi
(y fresh)
hd e, si  ! hu, pi
(10)
These rules are best understood in terms of the interpreter they generate:
Eval(c,s) = hc, si
Eval(lx.e,s) = hlx.e, si (11)
Eval(y,s) = hs(y), si
Eval(d e,s) = let hu, ti = Eval(d,s) in
let hv, ri = Eval(e,t) in
Apply(u,v,r)
Apply(f,c,s) = hf(c), si
Apply(lx.e,v,s) = Eval(e[x/y],s[y/v]) (y fresh) (12)
4.2 b-Reduction
The small-step evaluation rules for b-reduction in applicative order are the same as for capsules,
except we replace (4) with
h(lx.e) v, si ! he[x/v], si (13)
(substitution instead of rebinding). The other rules (5)–(7) are the same. This makes sense even in
the presence of cycles (recursive functions).
Note that the initial valuation s persists unchanged throughout the computation. We might sup-
press it to simplify notation, giving
(lx.e) v ! e[x/v] f c ! f(c) y ! s(y)
d  ! d0
(d e)  ! (d0 e)
e  ! e0
(v e)  ! (v e0)
However, it is still implicitly present, as it is needed to evaluate variables y.
The corresponding interpreter Evalb is deﬁned exactly like Eval except for rule (12), which we
replace with
Applyb(lx.e,v,s) = Evalb(e[x/v],s).
104.3 Soundness
Let S denote a sequential composition of rebinding operators [y1/v1][yk/vk], applied from left
to right. Applied to a partial valuation s : Var * Irred, the operator S sequentially rebinds y1 to
v1, then y2 to v2, and so on. The result is denoted sS. Formally, s(S[y/v]) = (sS)[y/v].
To every rebinding operator S = [y1/v1][yk/vk] there corresponds a safe substitution operator
S  = [yk/vk][y1/v1], alsoappliedfromlefttoright. Appliedtoa l-term e, S  safelysubstitutes
vk for all free occurrences of yk in e, then vk 1 for all free occurrences of yk 1 in e[yk/vk], and so on.
The result is denoted eS . Formally, e(S [y/v]) = (eS )[y/v]. Note that (ST)  = T S .
If S = [y1/v1][yk/vk], we assume that yi does not occur in vj for i  j; however, yi may occur
in vj if i < j. This means that if FV(e)  fy1,...,ykg and FV(vj)  fy1,...,yj 1g, 1  j  k, then
eS  is closed.
The following theorem establishes soundness of capsule evaluation with respect to b-reduction in
the l-calculus.
Theorem 4.1 Evalb(e,s) = hv, si if and only if there exist irreducible terms v1,...,vk,u and a rebinding
operator S = [y1/v1][yk/vk], where y1,...,yk do not occur in e, v, or s, such that Eval(e,s) =
hu, sSi and v = uS .
Proof. We show the implication in both directions by induction on the number of steps in the
evaluation. The result is trivially true for inputs of the form hc, si, hlx.e, si, and hs(y), si, and
this gives the basis of the induction.
For an input of the form hd e, si, we show the implication in both directions. We ﬁrst show that
if Eval(d e,s) is deﬁned, then so is Evalb(d e,s), and the relationship between the two values is as
described in the statement of the theorem. By deﬁnition of Eval, we have
Eval(d,s) = (u,sS) Eval(e,sS) = (v,sST)
for some S = [y1/v1][ym/vm] and T = [ym+1/vm+1][yn/vn], where y1,...,yn are the fresh
variables and v1,...,vn the irreducible terms bound to them in applications of the rule (12) during
the evaluation of d and e. By the induction hypothesis, we have
Evalb(d,s) = huS , si Evalb(e,sS) = hvT , sSi.
Since the variables y1,...,ym do not occur in e, they are not accessed in its evaluation, thus
Evalb(e,s) = hvT , si.
Also, since ym+1,...,yn do not occur in u and y1,...,ym do not occur in v, we have uS  = u(ST) 
and vT  = v(ST) , thus
Evalb(d,s) = hu(ST) , si Evalb(e,s) = hv(ST) , si.
We thus have
Eval(d e,s) = Apply(u,v,sST) Evalb(d e,s) = Applyb(u(ST) ,v(ST) ,s)
11If u and v are constants, say u = f and v = c, then
Eval(d e,s) = Apply(f,c,sST) = hf(c), sSTi Evalb(d e,s) = Applyb(f,c,s) = hf(c), si,
and the implication holds. If u is a l-abstraction, say u = lx.a, then u(ST)  = lx.a(ST) . Then
a(ST) [x/v(ST) ] = a[x/v](ST) 
= a[x/yn+1][yn+1/v](ST) 
= a[x/yn+1](ST[yn+1/v]) ,
therefore
Eval(d e,s) = Apply(lx.a,v,sST)
= Eval(a[x/yn+1],sST[yn+1/v])
Evalb(d e,s) = Applyb(lx.a(ST) ,v(ST) ,s)
= Evalb(a(ST) [x/v(ST) ],s)
= Evalb(a[x/yn+1](ST[yn+1/v]) ,s),
and the implication holds in this case as well.
For the reverse implication, assume that Evalb(d e,s) is deﬁned. Let hu, si = Evalb(d,s) and
hv, si = Evalb(e,s). By the induction hypothesis, there exist variables y1,...,ym and irreducible
terms v1,...,vm and r such that
u = rS  Eval(d,s) = hr, sSi,
where S = [y1/v1][ym/vm]. We also have hv, sSi = Evalb(e,sS), since the evaluation of e does
not depend on the variables y1,...,ym. Again by the induction hypothesis, there exist variables
ym+1,...,yn and irreducible terms vm+1,...,vn and s such that
v = sT  = sT S  = s(ST)  Eval(e,sS) = hs, sSTi,
where T = [ym+1/vm+1][yn/vn]. Then ST = [y1/v1][yn/vn] and
Evalb(d e,s) = Applyb(u,v,s) Eval(d e,s) = Apply(r,s,sST).
If u and v are constants, say u = f and v = c, then r = f and s = c. In this case we have
Evalb(d e,s) = Applyb(f,c,s) = hf(c), si Eval(d e,s) = Apply(f,c,sST) = hf(c), sSTi,
and the implication holds. If u is a l-abstraction, then r = lx.a and u = lx.aS  = lx.a(ST) . In
this case
a(ST) [x/s(ST) ] = a[x/s](ST) 
= a[x/yn+1][yn+1/s](ST) 
= a[x/yn+1](ST[yn+1/s]) ,
12thus
Evalb(d e,s) = Applyb(lx.a(ST) ,v,s)
= Evalb(a(ST) [x/s(ST) ],s)
= Evalb(a[x/yn+1](ST[yn+1/s]) ,s),
Eval(d e,s) = Apply(lx.a,s,sST)
= Eval(a[x/yn+1],sST[yn+1/s]),
so the implication holds in this case as well. 2
4.4 Closure Conversion
In this section we demonstrate how to closure-convert a capsule and show that the transformation
is sound with respect to the evaluation semantics of closures and capsules in applicative-order
evaluation, provided variables are not mutable.
Closures do not work in the presence of mutable variables without introducing the further compli-
cation of references and indirection. This is because closures ﬁx the environment once and for all
when the closure is formed, whereas mutable variables allow the environment to be subsequently
changed. An example is given by (ly.(lx.y)(y := 4;y))3, for which capsules give 4 and closures
3; in the latter, the assignment has no effect.
Care must also be taken to implement updates nondestructively so as not to overwrite parameters
and local variables of recursive procedures, an issue that is usually addressed at the implementa-
tion level. Again, the issue does not arise with capsules.
Even without indirection, the types of closures and closure environments are more involved than
those of capsules. The deﬁnitions are mutually dependent and require a recursive type deﬁnition.
The types are
Env = Var * Val closure environments
Val = Const + Cl values
Cl = l-Abs  Env closures
We use boldface for closure environments s : Env to distinguish them from the simpler cap-
sule environments. Closures flx.e, sg must satisfy the additional requirement that FV(lx.e) 
doms.
A state is now a pair he, si, where FV(e)  doms, but the result of an evaluation is a Val. The
13evaluation semantics for closures, expressed as an interpreter Evalc, is
Evalc(c,s) = c
Evalc(lx.e,s) = flx.e, sg
Evalc(y,s) = s(y)
Evalc(d e,s) = let u = Evalc(d,s) in
let v = Evalc(e,s) in
Applyc(u,v)
Applyc(f,c) = f(c)
Applyc(flx.a, rg,v) = Evalc(a,r[x/v]) (14)
The types are
Evalc : Tl  Env * Val Applyc : Val  Val * Val.
The correspondence with capsules becomes simpler to state if we modify the interpreter to a-
convert the term lx.a to ly.a[x/y] just before applying it, where y is the fresh variable that would
be chosen by the capsule interpreter. Accordingly, we replace (14) with
Applyc(flx.a, rg,v) = Evalc(a[x/y],r[y/v]) (y fresh)
The corresponding large-step rules are
hc, si c ! c hlx.e, si c ! flx.e, sg hy, si c ! s(y) (15)
hd, si c
 ! f he, si c
 ! c
hd e, si c
 ! f(c)
(16)
hd, si c
 ! flx.a, rg he, si c
 ! v ha[x/y], r[y/v]i c
 ! u
(y fresh)
hd e, si c
 ! u
(17)
The closure-converted form of a capsule he, si is he, si, where
s(y) =
(
fs(y), sg, if s(y) : l-Abs,
s(y), if s(y) : Const.
This deﬁnition is not circular, it is coinductive! In an OCaml-like language, the deﬁnition might
look like
letrec s = ly.match s(y) with
| Const(c) ! c
| l-Abs(lx.e) ! flx.e, sg
To state the relationship between capsules and closures, we deﬁne a binary relation v on cap-
sule environments, closure environments, and values. For capsule environments, deﬁne s v t
if doms  domt and for all y 2 doms, s(y) = t(y). The deﬁnition for values and closure
environments is by mutual coinduction: v is deﬁned to be the largest relation such that
14 on closure environments, s v t if
– doms  domt, and
– for all y 2 doms, s(y) v t(y); and
 on values, u v v if either
– u and v are constants and u = v; or
– u = flx.e, rg, v = flx.e, pg, and r v p.
Lemma 4.2 The relation v is transitive.
Proof. This is obvious for capsule environments.
For closure environments and values, we proceed by coinduction. Suppose s v t v r. Then
doms  domt  domr, so doms  domr, and for all y 2 doms, s(y) v t(y) v r(y),
therefore s(y) v r(y) by the transitivity of v on values.
For values, suppose u v v v w. If u = c, then v = c and w = c. If u = flx.e, sg, then
v = flx.e, tg and w = flx.e, rg and s v t v r, therefore s v r by the transitivity of v on
closure environments. 2
Lemma 4.3 Closure conversion is monotone with respect to v. That is, if s v t, then s v t.
Proof. We have doms = doms  domt = domt. Moreover, for y 2 doms,
s(y) =
(
flx.e, sg, if s(y) = lx.e,
c, if s(y) = c
=
(
flx.e, sg, if t(y) = lx.e,
c, if t(y) = c
v
(
flx.e, tg, if t(y) = lx.e,
c, if t(y) = c
= t(y).
The v step in the above reasoning is by the coinduction hypothesis. 2
Deﬁne a map V : Cap ! Val on irreducible capsules as follows:
V(lx.a,s) = flx.a, sg V(c,s) = c. (18)
Lemma 4.4 s(y) = V(s(y),s).
Proof.
s(y) =
(
flx.e, sg, if s(y) = lx.e,
c if s(y) = c
=
(
V(lx.e,s), if s(y) = lx.e,
V(c,s) if s(y) = c
= V(s(y),s).
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Lemma 4.5 If y 62 doms, then s[y/V(v,s)] v s[y/v].
Proof. By Lemma 4.4,
s[y/v](y) = V(s[y/v](y),s[y/v]) = V(v,s[y/v]). (19)
If y 62 doms, then
s[y/V(v,s)] v s[y/v][y/V(v,s)] v s[y/v][y/V(v,s[y/v])] = s[y/v],
the ﬁrst two inequalities by Lemma 4.3 and the last equation by (19). 2
Lemma 4.6 If s v t, thenEvalc(e,s) existsifandonlyifEvalc(e,t) does, andEvalc(e,s) v Evalc(e,t).
Moreover, they are derivable by the same large-step proofs.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the proof tree under the large-step rules (15)–(17). For the
single-step rules (15), we have
Evalc(c,s) = c = Evalc(c,t)
Evalc(lx.a,s) = flx.a, sg v flx.a, tg = Evalc(lx.a,t)
Evalc(y,s) = s(y) v t(y) = Evalc(y,t).
Fortherule(16), hd e, si c
 ! f(c) isderivablebyanapplicationof(16)iffhd, si c
 ! f andhe, si c
 ! c
are derivable by smaller proofs. Similarly, hd e, ti c
 ! f(c) is derivable by an application of (16) iff
hd, ti c
 ! f and he, ti c
 ! c are derivable by smaller proofs. By the induction hypothesis, hd, si c
 !
f and hd, ti c
 ! f are derivable by the same proof, and similarly he, si c
 ! c and he, ti c
 ! c are
derivable by the same proof.
Finally, for therule(17), hd e, si c
 ! u1 isderivable byanapplication of(17)iff hd, si c
 ! flx.a, r1g,
he, si c
 ! v1, and ha[x/y], r1[y/v1]i c
 ! u1 are derivable by smaller proofs. Similarly, hd e, ti c
 ! u2
isderivablebyanapplicationof(17)iffhd, ti c
 ! flx.a, r2g, he, ti c
 ! v2, andha[x/y], r2[y/v2]i c
 !
u2 are derivable by smaller proofs. By the induction hypothesis, hd, si c
 ! flx.a, r1g and hd, ti c
 !
flx.a, r2g are derivable by the same proof, and r1 v r2. Similarly, he, si c
 ! v1 and he, ti c
 ! v2
are derivable by the same proof, and v1 v v2. It follows that r1[y/v1] v r2[y/v2]. Again by the
induction hypothesis, ha[x/y], r1[y/v1]i c
 ! u1 and ha[x/y], r2[y/v2]i c
 ! u2 are derivable by the
same proof, and u1 v u2. 2
The following theorem establishes the soundness of closure conversion for capsules.
Theorem 4.7 Eval(e,s) exists if and only if Evalc(e,s) does, and Evalc(e,s) v V(Eval(e,s)). Moreover,
they are derivable by isomorphic large-step proofs under the obvious correspondence between the large-step
rules of both systems.4
Proof. We proceed by induction on the proof tree under the large-step rules. The proof is similar to
the proof of Lemma 4.6. We write c
 ! for the derivability relation under the large-step rules (15)–
(17) for closures to distinguish them from the corresponding large-step rules (8)–(10) for capsules,
which we continue to denote by  !.
4For this purpose, the deﬁnition of V in (18) can be viewed as a pair of proof rules corresponding to the ﬁrst two rules
of (15).
16For the single-step rules (15), we have
Evalc(c,s) = c = V(Eval(c,s))
Evalc(lx.a,s) = flx.a, sg = V(lx.a,s) = V(Eval(lx.a,s))
Evalc(y,s) = s(y) = V(s(y),s) = V(Eval(y,s)).
The last line uses Lemma 4.4.
Consider the corresponding rules (9) and (16). A conclusion hd e, si c
 ! f(c) is derivable by an ap-
plication of (16) iff hd, si c
 ! f and he, si c
 ! c are derivable by smaller proofs. Similarly, hd e, si  !
hf(c), ri is derivable by an application of (9) iff hd, si  ! hf, sSi and he, sSi  ! hc, sSTi are
derivable by smaller proofs.
By the induction hypothesis, hd, si c
 ! f = V(f,sS) and hd, si  ! hf, sSi are derivable by isomor-
phic proofs. By Lemma 4.6, he, si c
 ! c and he, sSi c
 ! c are derivable by the same proof. Again by
the induction hypothesis, he, sSi c
 ! c and he, sSi  ! hc, sSTi are derivable by isomorphic proofs,
therefore so are he, si c
 ! c = V(c,sST) and he, sSi  ! hc, sSTi.
Finally, consider the corresponding rules (10) and (17). A conclusion hd e, si c
 ! u is derivable by
an application of (17) iff for some lx.a, r, and v,
hd, si c
 ! flx.a, rg he, si c
 ! v ha[x/y], r[y/v]i c
 ! u
are derivable by smaller proofs. Similarly, hd e, si  ! ht, ti is derivable by an application of (10)
iff for some lz.b, S, T, and w,
hd, si  ! hlz.b, sSi he, sSi  ! hw, sSTi hb[z/y], sST[y/w]i  ! ht, ti
are derivable by smaller proofs.
By the induction hypothesis, hd, si c
 ! flx.a, rg and hd, si  ! hlz.b, sSi are derivable by isomor-
phic proofs, and flx.a, rg v V(lz.b,sS) = flz.b, sSg, therefore lx.a = lz.b and r v sS v sST.
By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6, for some v0, he, si c
 ! v and he, sSi c
 ! v0 are derivable by the same proof,
and v v v0. Again by the induction hypothesis, he, sSi c
 ! v0 and he, sSi  ! hw, sSTi are derivable
by isomorphic proofs, and v0 v V(w,sST). By transitivity, he, si c
 ! v and he, sSi  ! hw, sSTi are
derivable by isomorphic proofs, and v v V(w,sST). By Lemma 4.5,
r[y/v] v sST[y/V(w,sST)] v sST[y/w].
Again by Lemma 4.6, for some u0, ha[x/y], r[y/v]i c
 ! u and ha[x/y], sST[y/w]i c
 ! u0 are deriv-
able by the same proof, and u v u0; and again by the induction hypothesis, ha[x/y], sST[y/w]i c
 !
u0 and ha[x/y], sST[y/w]i  ! ht, ti are derivable by isomorphic proofs, and u0 v V(t,t). By
transitivity, ha[x/y], r[y/v]i c
 ! u and ha[x/y], sST[y/w]i c
 ! ht, ti are derivable by isomorphic
proofs, and u v V(t,t). 2
5 A Functional/Imperative Language
In this section we give an operational semantics for a simply-typed higher-order functional and
imperative language with mutable bindings.
175.1 Expressions
Expressions Exp = fd,e,...g contain both functional and imperative features. There is an un-
limited supply of variables x,y,... of all (simple) types, as well as constants f,c,... for primitive
values. In addition, there are functional features
 l-abstraction lx.e
 application (d e),
imperative features
 assignment x := e
 composition d;e
 conditional if b then d else e
 repeat loop repeat e until b,
and syntactic sugar
 let x = d in e (lx.e) d
 let rec f = g in e let f = h in f := g;e
where h is any term of the appropriate type.
5.2 Types
Types are just simple types built inductively from the base types and a type constructor ! repre-
senting partial functions. The typing rules are:
x : a e : b
lx.e : a ! b
d : a ! b e : a
(d e) : b
d : a e : b
d;e : b
b : bool d : a e : a
if b then d else e : a
b : bool e : a
repeat e until b : a
x : a e : a
x := e : a
5.3 Evaluation
A value is the equivalence class of an irreducible capsule modulo bisimilarity and a-conversion;
equivalently, the l-coterm represented by the capsule modulo a-conversion.
A program determines a binary relation on capsules. The functional features are interpreted by
the rules of x4.1. Assignment is interpreted by the following large-step and small-step rules, re-
spectively:
he, si  ! hv, ti
(x 2 doms)
hx := e, si  ! hv, t[x/v]i
hx := v, ti ! hv, t[x/v]i (x 2 domt)
18The remaining imperative constructs are deﬁned by the following large-step rules.
hd, si  ! hu, ri he, ri  ! hv, ti
hd;e, si  ! hv, ti
hb, si  ! htrue, ri hd, ri  ! hv, ti
hif b then d else e, si  ! hv, ti
hb, si  ! hfalse, ri he, ri  ! hv, ti
hif b then d else e, si  ! hv, ti
he, si  ! hv, ri hb, ri  ! htrue, ti
hrepeat e until b, si  ! hv, ti
he;b, si  ! hfalse, ri hrepeat e until b, ri  ! hv, ti
hrepeat e until b, si  ! hv, ti
5.4 Garbage Collection
A monomorphism h : hd, si ! he, ti is an injective map h : doms ! domt such that
 t(h(x)) = h(s(x)) for all x 2 doms, where h(e) = e[x/h(x)] (safe substitution); and
 h(d) = e.
The collection of monomorphic preimages of a given capsule contains an initial object that is
unique up to a-conversion. This is the garbage collected version of the capsule.
6 Conclusion
Wehavepresentedcapsulesasauniﬁedalgebraicrepresentationofstateforhigher-orderfunctional
and imperative programs. We believe that capsules are a fundamental construct that can aid in
understanding and formalizing the semantics of languages with both functional and imperative
features, including mutable bindings.
Capsules are mathematically simpler than closures and correctly model lexical scope without aux-
iliary data constructs, even in the presence of recursion and mutable variables. Capsules form a
natural coalgebraic extension of the l-calculus, and we have shown how coalgebraic techniques
can be brought to bear on arguments involving state. We have shown that capsule evaluation is
faithful to b-reduction with safe substitution in the l-calculus. We have shown how to closure-
convert capsules, and we have proved soundness of the transformation in the absence of assign-
ments. Finally, we have shown how capsules can be used to give a natural operational semantics
to a higher-order functional and imperative language with mutable bindings.
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